Vac-Trap Sewer Debris Catcher

With bottom and back
Covers to trap sand and grit.

Available to fit any
Style tube flanges

Large Dia.
Vac-Traps available.

Vac-Traps are a Patent Pending item invented by David Pryor the owner of Southland
Tool Mfg. so please do not accept any imitations, but only the best, from the source.
Southland Tool Inc. Make a variety of Vac-Trap Debris Catchers. The idea behind the
Vac-Trap is to keep the water in the sewer line where it belongs and remove only debris.
When you are vacuuming the debris coming down the sewer you usually are using a
crown nozzle elevated above the flow on the down stream side of the invert. This
accepted way of suctioning debris means you remove a great deal of water from the
sewer line that requires you to either, decant or dump the water, along with the debris.
Decanting takes time, if you have the set up, and dumping water along with debris is
expensive and inefficient.
The Vac-Trap allows you to keep the water in the sewer where it belongs. Just clamp on
the correctly sized Vac-Trap to the end of your suction tube and lower into the invert.
The sewer debris flows through it and traps the debris. You don’t even have to run your
PD or fan, just let the trap do its work. Once the trap is full and you see the water start to
back up then simply vacuum the trap clean. And your ready to start again.
The Vac-trap pays for itself in just a few uses. Think of the savings of not having to run
your suction pump continuously, not having to de-cant or dump later on.
Now you can fill your tank with 80% debris and 20% water.
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